Optically Active Particles with Tunable Morphology: Prepared by Embedding Graphene Oxide/Fe3O4 in Helical Polyacetylene.
We report a novel and straightforward methodology for constructing hybrid particles with tunable morphology (spherical vs nonspherical) by embedding inorganic components (graphene oxide and/or Fe3O4 nanoparticles) inside chiral helical polyacetylene. Scanning electron microscopic images ascertain the spherical or nonspherical morphology of the particles. The intense circular dichroism effects demonstrate that the hybrid particles (spherical, ellipsoid-like, and cake-like) possess remarkable optical activity. The use of the chiral magnetic hybrid particles in enantioselective crystallization of racemic phenylalanine demonstrates the kind of particles' significant potential applications in chiral technologies and chiral processes. The study not only creates an unprecedented type of chiral hybrid particles, but also provides a versatile strategy for preparing advanced functional hybrid particles with tunable morphology from polymers and even from inorganic and metallic materials.